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Facing West
by Anne Lohr

Upon the shore facing west

Mountains, islands, autumn sun
Breathe ...tangerine into center
Open, let go

Reflections on warm stones
Terns fearlessly cry
Otters roll on swells
Salmon journey home

Stones, washed ashore by waves in calm and storm
continued on the last page

Women of the Moon
Woman’s Way Red Lodge

West Gathering!
Honor, Celebrate, Deepen all
phases of our we-moon journey...

Sat, October 2nd 10–6
Sacred Groves, Bainbridge Island

A gathering to honor and celebrate our elders and
ancestors, and to acknowledge and celebrate the other
we-moon phases (maiden, mother and queen) along
the journey toward elder-hood.
We will share, sing, and be in ceremony with one
another so that each woman may deepen in her
personal we-moon journey.

RSVP

for this event, or to volunteer to
To
be in service, please contact Therese Charvet at
info@sacredgroves.com
Suggested$25 donation, plus a potluck item for lunch.
For more information & driving directions
please visit www.sacredgroves.com
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Woman’s Way Red Lodge West Gathering
Saturday, October 2, 10 AM – 6 PM

S

acred Groves will once again host our West Gathering. This year we will honor and celebrate our elders
and ancestors as part of the energy of the West. We will also acknowledge and celebrate the other wemoon phases (maiden, mother and queen) along the journey toward elder-hood.
We will gather in sacred space in the meadow at Sacred Groves which will be prepared with four gates,
one in each direction, as we invoke the grandmothers of the four directions and create an “arbor” for our
ceremonial activities. We will celebrate with drumming and singing, and a sacred fire burning through
throughout the day will anchor the ceremony. We will meet in small groups with others in the same wemoon phase for discussion, songs, movement and ritual so that each woman deepens in her personal
we-moon journey.
Elder women who have not experienced a Crone Initiation Ceremony are invited to join the Crone Circle to
discuss the importance of this kind of ceremony and the possibility of joining a year-long group to prepare
for a Crone Initiation Ceremony in Autumn 2011.
Each woman who attends will be asked to choose which we-moon phase she feels drawn to, using the following as guidelines (note: these are not rigid categories; choose the phase that resonates with your heart):

Maiden: Young women (from onset of menses up to about age 30) who have not yet become
		

mothers. Maidens--please wear RED.

Mother: Women of any age who are mothering small children and/or are caring for or teaching
		
		

children, and/or any woman who is in a nurturing role akin to mothering. Mothers--please
wear GREEN (color of Mother Earth).
(MORE)
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Queen: Women who are in a self-directed phase, not bound by the pressures of mothering,
		
		
		

teaching, nurturing, moving into the world prompted by a call to manifest her purpose
beyond the sphere of the home. She may already be experiencing peri-menopausal
symptoms, but still bleeding more-or-less regularly. Queens--please wear YELLOW or GOLD.

Crone: Women older than 51 who have not menstruated for one full year. Note: “Baby Crones”
		
		

(younger women who are feeling the changes of menopause or have experienced surgical
menopause) are welcome to join too. Crones--please wear PURPLE or BLACK.

Suggested donation for this event is $25. Please also bring a contribution for the potluck lunch.
Please bring potluck lunch food, your donation for the Groves and an outdoor chair if you have one.
Wear shoes appropriate for walking on forest paths and dress in warm layers with rain gear, hat etc. for
being outdoors. Bring an umbrella if it looks like rain. If you have statues, pictures or other arty, sacred
objects that carry the energy of your we-moon phase, please bring these as well.
RSVP to theresec@sacredgroves.com or by calling 206-842-7141.
For driving directions to Sacred Groves, please visit www.sacredgroves.com.
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Blessed by amazing grace
by Toni McCullough

T

his is a story of how one woman joined a Woman’s Way Red Lodge
Hoop and the impact it has had on her spiritual journey of 43 years.
Perhaps it will illustrate the synchronicity and wonder found in making new
connections in the woman’s way. You see, this story is about me, but not
about me. My life and my “real identity,” like woman’s way, are a great mystery and can only be pointed to in the limited context of words.

HEART

In 2009, I had been living in Buckley for 20 years, mostly in solitude without
connection to community, friends or even casual acquaintances. One day, I
saw a sign in front of a home in the next little town. It simply said, “Piano Lessons” and the phone number. I had a sudden impulse to take piano lessons! I
called and set up an appointment. The woman instructor sounded very nice.

Healing the heart at Hoop
Giving Thanks Lodge
Join in Red Lodge leadership
Call for Nominations
A yummy salad dressing
Red Lodge sponsors KIVA loan
Sweat lodge work party

When I arrived a few minutes early for the first lesson, I began moving
around her home. As I did, I sensed something different – nothing I could
put my finger on, but there was something. I could feel it! Having learned
to trust these subtle intuitive impulses, I boldly asked the new teacher if
she knew of a women’s spiritual community in this little town so close to
mine. To my amazement, she said, “Yes there is!” She said she belonged to
a women’s drumming circle. If I was interested in such a group I could call a
local woman, and she would tell me more.

5
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That was my last piano lesson. Once I realized I had to learn to read music,
I said, forget it! Actually it is clear now that I was being set up by Spirit so I
could meet a wonderful woman named Willow. After a couple weeks, having
ducked out of piano lessons, I took out the little piece of paper with a number scribbled on it. Bravely I called the number. I told my story to the woman
on the other end of the line, and we set a date for coffee the next week.
Willow is very soft spoken. I could sense a stillness within her. I told her of
my long spiritual quest. She told me of a group of women who meet once
a month; she called it the ’Hoop.’ There was no way I could join the circle
right away, but in January 2010 she would let me know of the first meeting.
(MORE)
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Willow sent me an e-mail just as she said she
would, and before I knew it I was in a room full
of new women. The meeting began with calling
in the directions. This I was familiar with having
read hundreds of various spiritual books over the
years. What got me hooked was when a sheet of
paper was passed around with songs written on
it. The lyrics told me I was in the right place. They
sang about “walking in beauty” - of “being eternal spirit” - of “circling the universe on wings of
pure light.” Oh yeah! This is me.
Over the next few months, I witnessed a pattern that I had not witnessed before. Each time
I attended the Hoop, something very vulnerable
would show up; I would be present, and my
words were spoken from my heart and not my
head. What could this be?
At the end of perhaps the 4th meeting, Willow mentioned that it would soon be time to attend Long Dance.
Some of the ladies said they had gone and some said not. Later, Willow said she has been attending Woman’s
Way Long Dance for 20 years; others in the Hoop almost as long. She invited me to consider attending the
weeklong summer retreat for women. Something within me clicked, and I knew I would go.
Over the next few months, I watched as an eagerness built for the unknown. This eagerness was an enthusiasm or
energy of sorts. This same enthusiasm had me pack my car to the ceiling with everything I thought I might need for the
7-day stay a whole week before it was time to leave! This should have given me a clue that I was in for quite a ride.
Several from our Hoop caravanned to the retreat. On that first morning, as all the women gathered, it was clear
that most had shared Long Dance many times before. I remember listening to the language being spoken and,
like the songs at Hoop, I felt they were speaking my language. In fact, there was a strange feeling of home. After
another day, it felt more like Heaven on Earth. Love, kindness, support and unconditional love were extended to
everyone; sometimes you were the recipient and other times you were the giver. All that I could see were angels.
For a week, we sang, danced, drummed and prayed for the manifestation of our spiritual desire and for the
evolution of consciousness everywhere. For me it was a week of surrender again and again. Sometimes it was
false pride, other times it was grief, even shame from a place so deep I had never ventured there. I do not
know where the courage came from, but there was a surrender to whatever showed up.
Then a miracle happened. My heart burst wide open with love. It had been closed to feeling such love for my
own feminine energy and that of other women. I had never known such love in this way. Love and gratitude
poured out for every woman warrior in sight. Often I was speechless.
When it was time to leave, I slipped out without many words. I had no idea how I was going to find my way
home from the lodge in the forest. But I trusted, just as I had trusted from the day I entered the woman’s
(MORE)
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house for my first piano lesson. Spirit had become my radar and my comforter. As of Long Dance, it is my guiding light. And yes, it led me home somehow.
Since returning to everyday life, it’s possible to carry the thread forward through continuing contacts with the
women I met and, happily, through our monthly Hoop meetings. I have continued “the surrender.” Something
has changed. I can’t say what it is exactly. Maybe a transformation in my frequency and in my heart? To this
day, I carry all the beautiful women from Long Dance and from my Red Lodge Hoop (angels, all – young and
old, tall and short, all sizes and ages) deep within my Soul. I remain grateful for their courage and my own.
For their grace and my own. For their wisdom and my own. Yet nothing is my own. I am the wind. After Long
Dance, I live in a state of mystery and wonder. Long Dance continues to deepen into my bones.
In a meeting on the day after Long Dance, called to share stories and experiences of Red Lodge Hoops, I was
asked to write this story about how participating in the Enumclaw Hoop changed my life. Some of it was told
that day by Willow and myself, as several of us sat in a circle overlooking the green lush valley below. My story
is not special; your story is equally important and unique. The real story is about finding our way to the sacred spirit of connection that has the power to carry us deeper and deeper into mystery as we learn and grow
together in our woman’s way. Perhaps Woman’s Way Red Lodge and the connections and opportunities it can
open may help you too find your way home.

Raven Turtle Lodge passes the torch

R

uth Raven, the longtime Keeper of Raven Turtle Lodge, formally laid the Lodge
down this summer. We are grateful that Raven will pour the Giving Thanks
Lodge at Burton Hill in November to mark this transition and honor Raven Turtle
Lodge for the long and important years of service. We hope that this will make a
bridge between the old and the new, infusing our current lodge with some of
Raven Turtle’s powerful healing energy and important teachings.
Raven Turtle came into being many years ago in response to the call for women
to step up to learn the service roles of woman’s way sweat lodge. Connor began
the mentoring, and over the years, many women learned and were initiated into
service as waterpourer, firetender and doorkeeper at Raven Turtle Lodge. With
an expanding core of women willing and able to offer sweat lodge, there were
also many healing rituals and powerful ceremonies conducted at the Lodge.

Please join us for this Giving Thanks Lodge as we share our appreciation and honor with Raven and Raven
Turtle Lodge. Kendra, a long-time participant, support and sideby at Raven Turtle Lodge, has enthusiastically
stepped up as firetender.

Giving Thanks Lodge
Saturday, November 27, 10 AM
Burton Hill, Vashon Island
Ruth Raven, waterpourer
Kendra, firetender
Open to all women. Contact sweatlodge@wwrl.org for more information.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Join the Board for 2011
OUR PURPOSE
To enliven the sacred feminine
Deeply honor all beings
As we serve our world

I

n 2011, Red Lodge is crossing an exciting threshold. We seek the wisdom, vision and skills of a diverse Board to unite and move us forward
as we serve our members, subscribers and Mother Earth in a good way.
This year the Board has been at work behind the scenes to
re-design our website. Our goal – make it easy to find the abundance
of woman’s way resources our members are poised to offer the
world! We plan to launch by January 2011.
The new website will reflect a significant shift we’re in the midst of—
from seeing Red Lodge as a community of women to understanding
that Red Lodge is a blossoming network of women and men, elders and
youth who offer wisdom and resources to serve many communities.

“Creative ideas are flowing
and there is a hum of synergy
and synchronicity. . . .”

2011 BOARD
Chair – open
Secretary – open
Treasurer, Cathie Stone
Honored Record Keeper-open
At Large Board Members:
Debbie Fank
Mariah Hoyt
Willow McKean
Kristina Turner
(up to 4 more open At Large)
Long Dance Rep (TBA)
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

Women on the Board in 2011 will have the opportunity to explore
whether our vision statement and/or our membership categories
need updating to reflect how Red Lodge is evolving. This work might
begin in quiet eddies at a January Retreat, then take us for an exhilarating ride as the river that is Red Lodge picks up momentum.
Five current Board members are committed to continuing on the
Board in 2011: Cathie Stone, Deb Fank, Mariah Hoyt, Kristina Turner
and Willow McKean. We are excited that creative ideas are flowing
and there is a hum of synergy and synchronicity. We look forward to
welcoming new Board members to this fertile environment.
Are you yearning for a world that honors woman’s way?
We invite you to join the Board! Your unique gifts can help Red
Lodge enrich and transform the lives of women, men and families
as we reach out with all our member’s have to offer: soul-centered
events, workshops, circles and lodges, ceremonies, mentoring, service projects and more.
Questions? Contact our Nominations Co-ordinator, Kelly Brehan:
nominations@wwrl.org. Nominations close 7 PM, Thursday, Oct 14.
Read More:
Open Board Positions
FAQ about Serving on the Board
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Celebrating Red Lodge at the August board meeting
A two-fold thank you to Kelly Brehan. Kelly made and served a fabulous Thai meal for the Board at our last
meeting. She has also agreed to be our Nominations Coordinator this fall.

Call for Nominations
Kelly Brehan, our WWRL Nominations Coordinator, is eager
to talk with you about Open Board Positions.
Lodge Sister members are eligible to serve on the Board.
It is fine to sign-up or renew your membership to be eligible, and, if needed,
Women’s Leadership Funds are available to assist with membership fees.
For answers to your questions, contact Kelly at nominations@wwrl.org.
Nominations will be open until 7 PM, October 14. Blessings on your contemplations!
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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The story of the vinaigrette that connects and satisfies
Deb Fank sent in a salad dressing recipe for Hearth Letter. Mariah mentioned that it came from Marlene. When I
wrote Marlene for permission, I asked where she got the recipe. Did it have a story? This is what Marlene wrote:

S

omewhere back in the early years of Long Dance when we gathered at the old logging camp, Marsha Cook
and I took on organizing all the food. That year there were way more women than usual. The kitchen was
small, there was minimal refrigeration, and we had stepped up with only two weeks to pull it together because
no one else had volunteered to take on that task. One woman who had come to Long Dance the year before
could not come but sent a big container of salad dressing. It was the best salad dressing I ever tasted! I tucked
the recipe away thinking I would want it later. Everybody at our gathering that summer raved about it.
Last year I stepped into sharing the Hearth Lodge responsibilities with Nancy, and when it came time to put
together the million details it takes to make that happen, I remembered Seaheart’s salad dressing. I found the
recipe and brought it back in 2009. It was again part of a gathering of women. I hear the recipe revisited Long
Dance this year as well.
There is something very fulfilling about women sharing their special recipes, planning, organizing, cooking and
eating together that creates so many different satisfying connections. I hope others can continue to enjoy this
recipe and create their own meaningful connections in the kitchen with friends and family.

Balsamic Vinaigrette with Garlic (for 60) from Seaheart
25 cloves garlic crushed
5 T. stone ground mustard or grey poupon
5 T. honey
5 T. tamari or Braggs or soy sauce
5 t. ginger
10 T. sesame oil
3 1/3 c. olive oil
3 1/3 c. balsamic vinegar
Use fresh grated ginger if desired. Mix all ingredients together
well and refrigerate. Makes approximately 2 quarts.

And for Deb’s version (a smaller amount):
3-4 cloves garlic crushed
1 T grey poupon
1 T honey
1 T soy sauce
1 t ginger crushed
2 T sesame seed oil
2/3 cup olive oil
2/3 cup balsamic vinegar
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Red Lodge supports independence for 3rd world women

F

or the third year, as part of its commitment to
international service, Red Lodge is funding a
KIVA loan to support third world women become
financially independent. Marigold Duca lives in the
Phillipines where she operates a sari-sari (general)
store. Her husband Edgardo Duca Jr., who is 33
years old, works as a tricycle driver and helps in
his wife’s business activities. They have four children who are 1 to 11 years old.

In the Phillipines, KIVA works through a local
foundation, Negros Women for Tomorrow Foundation, which is making a difference for thousands
of women with Project Dungganon. Through this
program, women earning less than $1/day are empowered and supported to achieve their dreams. They have
taken a life path that will ultimately make them Dungganon – a Hiligaynon title of esteem for a member of the
community who has earned respect through a lifetime of hard and honest work.
Marigold joined Project Dungganon in 2004 because she aspired for something better for her family. With the
help of her past seven loans, Marigold has been incrementally lifting her family out of poverty. With Red Lodge
underwriting her eighth loan, Marigold intends to use the additional capital to expand her general store. Marigold Duca is a Dungganon woman who is following an honorable path toward the achievement of her dreams.
Previous KIVA loans funded with a $25 donation from Red Lodge supported Koko Dogbasse grow and sell
fruits and vegetables in Togo and Hawa Salim open her own general store in Tanzania. Both loans were
100% repaid by the women.

Sweat Lodge Work Party
Burton Hill, Vashon Island
Sunday, September 26
10 AM ’til we’re done
women, men and children are encouraged to join us!

Taking care of our Lodge
is a whole lot of work and fun!
Holding women’s lodges here for many years, we offer mentoring for Red Lodge and Long Dance
women to learn the ways of service and are open for special requests for purification lodge. Weekly
co-ed lodges are also offered. We invite you to give back to this wonderful lodge. Gifts of firewood
and natural fiber, dark colored blankets are a blessing! Bring work gloves and a sack lunch.
For directions and to RSVP, contact sweatlodge@wwrl.org
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Making art that heals
by Mary G.L. Shackelford

K

elly Brehan makes things.
And she’s been making
things since she was a little
girl. In the past few years,
Kelly’s compulsion to make
things has turned her art into
therapy. She does it for pleasure and more specifically, she
does it for healing.

ART

Several years ago, during a period of intense therapy focusing on her time as a baby, Kelly
also participated in Daisy Jo
Compton’s Soul Motion dance
session. Daisy invited everyone
to put a picture of themselves up on the wall, and Kelly chose her baby.

Kelly Brehan: art for healing
Create handheld prayers
Yellow jackets bring autumn

“We’d dance a little, do a little art, dance a little, do a little art – it went on
for seven weeks,” Kelly remembers. ”I got to hold myself as a baby and dance
with myself as a baby. Other dancers would come and admire me as a baby.
Sometimes, Daisy would ask the others to surround me with safety and create
a container of love for me, my baby. This was the same work I was doing in
therapy sessions. It helped to have it in the outside world – that this safety
wasn’t just something that happens only in therapy. I can have it in my life.”
Later, Kelly was in a deeply healing Moonlodge purification ceremony during
which she explored and learned more about the blood mysteries. She was
encouraged to paint with her moon blood – and from that she was inspired
to create a Wombfire Shawl for herself. Every month for a year, she used her
blood to continue work on the shawl. Since the blood was only available for
12 a few days, she learned she had to do it right now – so the painting changed
14 over time, responding to her internal rhythm and state of being.
15

Her original intention was to make something really powerful to have

(MORE)
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around her shoulders to protect her and keep her safe when she
participated in Wombfire Purification. As the months stretched
on, she learned about being present, about showing up and
moving ahead in the moment, taking advantage of what is offered right now. “I looked forward to bleeding!” Kelly exclaims.
“That was a first, for sure. I would think, ‘oh goody, I get to paint;
I get to keep going with this project!’ Bleeding turned into a
fun event, rather than something that was painful, that I had to
endure.”
When Kelly wore the shawl the following year, it was a cloak of
healing and a cloak of joy that she wrapped around her shoulders as she stepped into Wombfire Lodge.
Then Kelly had a healing experience when she invited her mother to join her for a Red Lodge Mother’s Day workshop at Julia
Bearheart’s Silkenwind Studio. Kelly painted Hummingbird on
her silk banner. “Mom and I had a really good day together….
and what was amazing was the paint! It was all opposite: if you
wanted yellow, you had to use black dye. If you wanted blue, you
use red dye. So I didn’t know what I was doing because it didn’t
look like what I envisioned. I had to really go with it, flow with it,
“Penny’s leg is made of a pregnancy test
kit. She has one patent leather shoe and her trust it was going to happen.
other leg is a peg leg, I found lots of pennies
that week. My niece helped me with the
“At the end, you have to paint the entire thing with this dark
dress; she did most of the stained glass tis- burgundy dye – I thought I was ruining it! Every single time – I
sue paper. It’s all garbage I found except for just had to trust and trust and trust. Then, finally when it’s
the tissue paper.”
done, you dip it in this solution, and it all comes out in these
really beautiful colors.”
Now Kelly is making Trashy Bitches. When her younger sister
died of complications from swine flu and then the premature
baby who was saved later died as well, Kelly was immobilized
with grief. Though people encouraged her to be creative and
to get exercise, Kelly couldn’t get off the floor. Eventually, she
did begin walking. She built up her strength and began walking
more. She began picking up garbage and putting it in her pockets. In her mind, the hopeless, it’s-impossible-to-fix feeling she
had about all the trash in the world was closely associated with
her hopelessness and grief about Katie’s death.

Creating a beautiful and safe place for her
baby to be admired and held was one of
Kelly’s first healing art pieces.

Then Kelly was inspired by one of Suzanne’s sustainability
columns in the Hearth Letter. “Suzanne’s always encouraging
recycling and promoting earth-friendly products,” Kelly explains.
“There was this one line she wrote. She said, ‘Just do one thing.’
(MORE)
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I said, ‘Huh. Okay.’ And I started to carry a bag on my walks.
Then I got serious about picking up trash. And one day, I opened
up the bag, and there was all this interesting stuff in it! So I was
inspired to make my first doll.
“It was just such a hard time. All I could do was bend down and
pick up pieces of trash. It just got me up, got me out of bed,
gave me something to do. Get my breath, fresh air, help with my
health. Then I started to find really neat garbage not just candy
wrappers…in a way, I started looking for it.
“And now, people have started giving me stuff. They say, ‘Hey,
look I found this on my way to work, or Hey, I found all this
garbage. Do you want it?’ My mom goes to the beach a lot.
She keeps telling me, ‘I got this for you; I got that for you.’ I say,
‘MOM! you have to make your own.’ We’re gonna do that. I’m
going over and help her get started.
This month, Kelly is entering her Trashy Bitches in the Salvage
Art Contest at Second Use, a Seattle store which sells recycled
building materials.
And the healing goes on.
PS: Kelly says, “Is it is it clear that my sisters in Long Dance and
Red Lodge influence my life and that I’m grateful?”

“I made Alley to give to my mom because
she has brain tumor and goes to a support
group. Alley has been through chemo – her
hair is shredded. My mom took her to her
meeting, shared her, everyone got to laugh.
She’s trying to look her best even tho’ she’s
so skinny and she’s been through chemo.
Her breasts, well, she had a little work
done. Her boobs she purchased. They were
a big hit with the support group!”

You are invited to join
Anne Lohr and Kelly Brehan
in sewing and crafting
Handheld Prayer Pieces
Sunday, November 8, 1-4 PM
in Tacoma
Light snacks will be provided
Please look for details announced in October
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Yellow jackets bring autumn
by Sage Abella

Y

ellow jackets bring autumn on their striped
backs flying low to the ground, fierce, they
summon this metal season from dry crevices of
powdered earth Earth knowing it is time, reluctantly hands over summer.
I know, I’ve been watching.
Hand sized moth, huge, I held in the garden early
spring abdomen against my open palm, vibrated
her message as intently as stars vibrate their white
against black hand of night sky. I didn’t know her
language then.
The vibration that meant her children were coming.
Large green caterpillar bodies, white stripes,
horned tail poised in prayer over my tomato
leaves. They loving the taste of foliage as much
as I love ripe tomato juice rolling down my chin, seeds spurting into air, reseeding the ground teaching
winter to think itself into spring.
I can’t deny we both have the same creature passion for tomatoes.
All those winter rains were a song to the caterpillars.
Topmost branches of the black walnut tree down by the fenceline are antennae now instead of feathers.
Stripped bare, pointing to the sky their leaves have become a moving wave of inch long yellowgreenorange
undulating bodies that look so bright they could’ve been painted by children. I wonder where the rains called
them from, I wonder where they will go when they are done, what makes something so tiny think it can eat its
way through the sky of an entire thirty foot tall tree?
I sense there is a language we all share, none of it words.
Today we are in the season called Still Heat, beneath a daytime sky that hides fullness of the Sturgeon Moon.
We have lost those words in forgetting to look up, to look around. And yet the generosity of the wide open,
yellow squash blossoms calls to us, exuberance of acorns falling on the roof like rain, ants intent on crawling
the same trail across our kitchen floor all month long as the leaves turn from green to orange to gold to brown
ask us to remember we are surrounded by song.
I know, I’ve been listening.

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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The Pacific “NorthWet”
©Deanna “Drai” Turner 2010

EARTH

Having moved recently to Washington State, I am frequently asked “How do
you like our rainy state?” More often than not, the word “rain” is emphasized
with cynicism and regret – I sense folks think I won’t be able to handle it or
will choose to run away in “precipitation panic.” I suppose folks who have lived
in the rain for many, many moons are understandably “damp.” For me, as a
newbie and a four decade inlander….well, I have the luxury to see things with
new eyes, because much of what I see IS new to my eyes. It has occurred to
me that I have stumbled into the succulent, dynastic empire of verdant green.
Food tastes better here. Life masses in droves. Everything grows bigger, faster,
stronger. It is in one word “magnificent.” And then it occurs to me that none
of this would be were it not for the rain–it is the blessing that births blessings.
I have, smilingly, taken the habit of referring to the wet weather as “watering
day” which I say often and with deep gratitude. Life here inspires me, touches
my deep places, smoothes my edges with a long-awaited quietude and graces
me with a new semblance of peace. Perhaps here, I too will grow, back into
my Self. I welcome this healing from the house of Mother Nature. And so, for
those folks that so kindly inquire after my welfare, here is my answer.

Pacific Northwet by Drai
The courage to take action
Grand Canyon journey by Gina
Summer Solstice Reflections
		

I

smell the birth of leaves intertwined with the curling cues of
wood smoke and musky ancestral loam from earthen tomb
erected. My tail twitches. Were I Ceredwin my cauldron I should
over-fill with blackberry, salmon and evening primrose. I hear the
willow weep as her arms reach and strain unfulfilled. The tang of
(MORE)
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salted water rests heavy on my middle ear evoking whale song in sonorous liquid tribute. Spider dangles in the yard door, spinning tango on wispy legs. Poppy gifts burnt orange petals carried to grass field on meandering breeze. Eagle twitters longingly for flight while stranded on
nest eggs laid, mother for a moon-span. Rhododendron teases wasp brother; his wings tickle
her with percussive greetings. Lilac bellows cantatas of aromatic sweetness. The stones abide.
Roots plunge and pulse, thrusting and nudging at earthworm while jay bobs his blue bonnet
searching for lunch. Beats of procreative longing hammer upon hardwood as woodpecker
drums awake his mate. Frogs croak. Sun eases tendrils of light and warmth through silken
clouds to skate down the crags and cracks of open-mouthed volcanoes. Snow bleeds to waterfall. Stars witness. Rain washes my soul, kisses the Oregon grape and dresses the meadows in
diamonds. With unbridled determination clematis climbs, tangles and grasps. Birch holds space
and whispers secrets. Sandpiper runs spirals around snail. Shy crab hides in hermit hideout.
Cedar sneezes mists of pollen clouds. Mackerel sky canopies fertility. Great mother is pregnant
with bounty and abundance, life flooding from her womb. Moon gazes and drifts. Gods smile.
Artichoke swells. Mole furrows. Opossum totes wee children. And I begin to thrive.
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Acts of courage for the greater good
by Suzanne Lichau

A

nother harvest time has arrived. Seems like I just planted! Wishing you a full and wonderful harvest in all
ways. I spent some time thinking about this format/venue/form of speaking to sustainability. I don’t really
think there is much left to say.
You have been invited to take small steps, watch films, read articles and books, make changes in your life-style,
mind set, etc. The facts are all around us. No denying that if we don’t change the way we are impacting the
planet things will only get worse. So, I pondered about what to write.
I believe that part of the difficulty of change in our world culture is that it is very easy to take things in at an
intellectual level, and sometimes we go as far as an emotional response/level, but often we don’t actually DO
anything. The moment of response passes, and we return to our comfortable routines and habits and wonder
how the planet has gotten so out of whack.
SO: I say don’t print this out. Turn off your computer. Walk out your door and see what you see. What color is
the sky? How does the air smell? What do you see? What do you hear? If you aren’t totally awed by the beauty
around you, what are you going to do about it?
I want to share some wisdom from others that I have found inspiring. May it feed you as well.
“Wisdom, we’ve learned, is something you do, an action you take in this world, an effort on behalf of something immeasurably more important than yourself: other people, the US instead of the ME. Without the US,
the ME becomes a devil. Truth isn’t something you think. It’s something you feel. Wisdom isn’t something you
believe. It’s something you do.” – Harvey Arden/Steve Wall
(MORE)
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“Look for that goodness deep inside yourself. And then when you find it, take that goodness and put it out into
the world!” – Mathew King, Lakota
“…When we walk upon Mother Earth, we always plant our feet carefully because we know the faces of our future
generations are looking up at us from beneath the ground. We never forget them.” – Oren Lyons, Iroquois
“Defend the soil with your life, reader: there is no other organism that can touch the intelligence of what goes
on beneath your feet. So here are the questions you should ask, a new form of grace to say over your food.
Does this food build or destroy topsoil? Does it use only ambient sun and rainfall, or does it require fossil soil,
fossil fuel, fossil water, and drained wetlands, damaged rivers? Could you walk to where it grows, or does it
come to you on a path slick with petroleum?” – Lierre Keith
“There is no question that we humans have created the chaos and beauty of the world we live in: It’s our dream
manifested. From manicured parks to overpopulation to industrial pollution, from crowded streets in China to melting ice caps to the polar bear in the Central Park Zoo, everything we perceive is the creation of humanity working in
conjunction with (and often at odds with) the universe. We’ve been true to (the) mandate … take of the plants and
animals as we see fit, and the natural word has responded to our choices. Our footprint is everywhere.
We can steer the ship of our life and even summon the wind and change its direction, but to do so requires
quiet acts of courage. It requires letting go of the need to move the winds for our own purposes and instead
choose to move them for the greater good of all. It requires that we accept responsibility for what we change
instead of ducking the consequences. And most of all, it requires that we be careful of what we wish for, because what we dream, we will create.” – Alberto Villoldo, Ph.D.
May you be blessed as you walk your path.
Suzanne
Travels in A Stone Canoe by Harvey Arden and Steve Wall
The Vegetarian Myth: Food, Justice and Sustainability by Lierre Keith
Courageous Dreaming, How Shamans Dream the World
into Being by Alberto Villoldo, Ph.D.
Organic Consumer’s Association – Organic Bytes Newsletter
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Journey through the sacred
ruminations on travels in Grand Canyon - June 2010
by GinaMarie Harris
Last March, the 16 women of the Flagstaff Hoop gathered to join their intentions on a spiritual journey of sisterhood, facilitated by Madrone and VTara of Red Lodge. To symbolize that journey, each woman tied a ribbon to a
wicker wreath that represented her intentions for herself, and thus symbolized herself. In June, I had the opportunity to travel from the North Rim to the South Rim of the Grand Canyon. My Hoop Sisters were not going with me,
but I wanted to be able to share that sacred space with them. So, taking the Intention Hoop with me, I hiked with
them--so to speak--at my side. The hike was spiritually uplifting and incredibly inspirational. I was able to honor a
group of women who are striving to make the world a more enlightened place!

D

“Holy Water” (journal excerpt)

ay Two, Cottonwood Camp to Phantom Ranch, with a side trip to Ribbon Falls: By far the longest, most
tiring day of the entire trip. Trudging through the just-starting summer heat, with 45 extra pounds on my
back, there were times I was convinced the Canyon was out to get me personally! At least the cicadas seemed
to take pity on me and kept their incessant chattering comments to themselves. The side trip to Ribbon Falls
was as spiritual an experience as I’ve ever had. And the impromptu standing in the falls was as sacred as a
planned ceremony. It was an experience that won’t soon be forgotten.
The sun beat down on plants and animals alike, sucking moisture from every exposed surface. Plants adapted
to water conservation held onto every drop, occasionally offering warm shade to travelers seeking to con-

(MORE)
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serve their own water. In the distance, a faint tone murmured a
promised story of water somewhere ahead. At times, it seemed
to mock the weary traveler, seeming to dangle a refreshment
just beyond reach. At other times, it whispered encouragement,
beckoning to an oasis hidden beyond the next turn.
The stream danced its way through rocks grasping for watery
sustenance. Plants clung to banks, soaking their roots in the continuing flow. Still other plants, desert plants scattered throughout the small side canyon, clung to life, seeming to make the
already hot landscape even more scorching. Suddenly, a corner
was turned, boulders stepped aside, and the faint rush of water
became a many-voiced chorus celebrating life in a desert.
There, tucked far back along a wall painted with the layers of
time, sat a desert Queen, offering the generous gift of water to
her subjects below. Pilgrims came to pay homage to her beauty,
power, and gifts of respite; gathering at her banks, soaking in the
life of falling water.

The Flagstaff Intention Hoop is passed between members. The hoop comes to every
circle. It is pictured here above the prayer
sticks made to hold deep longings. Upon
GinaMarie’s return from her journey to
Ribbon Falls, water she collected there now
also hangs from the Hoop.

The empress enticed me – suggesting unknown secrets, pressing
my sensibilities – to stand in the place between sky and earth
and join the song flowing between the two. My hands caressed
the fuzzy moss; my toes gripped the uneven surface. The very
air surged with light and water and being.
I stretched into the void and experienced the dream of that place.

Water flowed through the desert.
It seemed to pour from the sun, cascading
off the edge of the cliff, over my body,
to the canyon below, rushing to join the
Colorado River, flowing to meet
the oceans, cycling to the atmosphere,
to eventually join in the sacred falling
from the sky and once again
be water in the desert.
My tears joined that rush.
I bathed in the eternal flow of existence.
Acolyte to the Universe.
Priestess. Pilgrim. Me.
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Held by community during a rainy Summer Solstice
by Mary G.L. Shackelford

A

t the top of the hill, flags made long ago by
the children of our community on Vashon
Island marked the gates to the stone Medicine
Wheel. The large community drums were gathered by the fire under the magnificent maple
tree. The newly-refreshed sweat lodge stood
open in the center, and the fully-blooming sage
created a swath of brilliant purple through
the bent hazelwood poles. Despite a cold, wet
spring, new vegetables sprouted in the garden —
promise of good things to come. A red canopy,
Kristina’s Red Lodge anchor, prayer banners and
the tie-dyed Red Lodge banner grounded us
in a wider circle of friends, allies, mentors and
guides. Burton Hill was green and soft with rain,
fertile with hope and possibility.
Red Lodge celebrated Summer Solstice by sharing
a beautiful tapestry of different wisdom traditions. In the spirit of condor meets eagle, our opening ceremony featured a calling in of directions by two
women trained in the high Andean ways of the Q’ero joined by another trained in the Cheyenne ways and
familiar with the work of Joanna Macy and Starhawk. We made a tai-chi salutation to the sun. We sang and
circled in Sufi dances of universal peace. We created a despacho mandala and burned it in the sacred fire of
the Q’ero tradition. We created animal ally masks for a Council of All Beings.
At the heart of our celebration, we connected with circles around the world in a 24-hour drumming vigil for
peace and earth healing. We brought together four large community drums and gathered to share the drums’
medicine — the heartbeat of life – joining with energy around the world to honor the earth and to stand for
all, including those without voices.
It rained and it rained. We were few in number but valiant in our commitment to the energy, the prayers, the
vulnerability we allow in when we acknowledge what is happening in our world today. It wasn’t easy to get
through the night, but it wasn’t too hard either, and it was right. Barbara showed up with two of the big drums.
Someone made hot soup. We spruced up the fire and moved the drums close. Barbara kept saying, “This is so
much fun! This is SO much fun!” Latecoming stragglers returned. And it rained and it rained.
In the wee hours, I drank in the sweet tenderness – standing beside my friend and mentor as she drummed
Otter Woman, the mother drum, the women’s drum, and I drummed Buffalo Heart, this new, brash, insistent,
brave, healing voice of community that is teaching me so much. Everyone else was resting. The dawn chorus of
rising birdsong had not yet begun. It was the hour of death; the darkness that gives way to light. And there we
were. There we were. Summer Solstice on Burton Hill.
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Red Lodge Hearth Letter: HEAR

Fall 2010 Issue 7

Called to drum for peace in D.C.

W

ith a boost of inspiration from Red Lodge’s drum circle send-off
on Vashon, we now have a group of eleven people committed to
attending the 4-day vigil for peace at the Washington Monument in D.C.
The Red Lodge mother drum, Buffalo Heart, is already on her way there,
honored and excited to join in this call for peace. She will join Kiya’s Heartbeat and many other community drum to sound the steady heartbeat of
peace and healing for the earth from October 8 to 11. Sponsored by Turtle
Women Rising with the 13 Indigenous Grandmothers, the drum vigil also
coincides with One Prayer’s 18th annual prayer vigil for the Earth.

HEAR

For Barbara Krulich and Sarah Blum, this is their second journey in support of
Turtle Women Rising’s vision of a million drummers for peace. Sarah writes:

Red Lodge joins DC peace vigil
Supporting the vigil from home
North Gathering
Noble Silence by Christine
Welcome to new members
Renew your support

The opening ceremony at dawn on the first day was very moving for
me and included starting a sacred fire. Throughout the days and nights
of the 4-day vigil, I had the great privilege of joining others to tend that
fire, and it was a joy. Once, I stayed through the night, tending fire,
drumming, singing and praying.
Many times through the night people would come to pray by the fire
and give offerings. About 3 AM, a man came who began to talk with
me. He said he could not sleep and was restless. He had some very
difficult life decisions to make, and he felt some guidance send

(MORE)
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ing him out to walk. He walked for many miles and ended up standing with me at our sacred fire. He
shared deeply with me about his concerns and challenges; I listened and offered the wisdom that came
through me at that time. After about two hours he left. Two weeks later, I received an email to tell me
how that night changed his life and of the new decisions he had made.
Our sacred circle of land was by the Washington Monument, and our drums drew many people. We
had at least five mother drums with continuous drumming, singing, dancing and praying. Many families
came who knew nothing of our ways; they were invited to drum with us and did. I met many wonderful
people and learned many new songs, including Imanni’s beautiful and inspiring song – “We bring a new
way to walk on the Earth.”

Supporting the vigil from home		

by Kelly Brehan

I

n August, I participated in the drum circle on Vashon to send our Red Lodge community drum, Buffalo Heart,
off with Eli Painted Crow to the vigil for peace in Washington, D.C. Eli and Deb Guerrero, co-founders of
Turtle Women Rising, were on hand with the ceremonial drum, Kiya’s Heartbeat, to initiate the journey to the
4-day drumming vigil, and women of the Olympia Women’s Drum Circle joined men, women and children who
gathered with the Vashon Drum Circle and a impressive number of big drums for the send-off. Usually at drum
circles, you can find me dancing. I love to feel the beat coming up into my feet and then allowing my body to
move as it may. At the Red Lodge drum circle to send off Turtle Women Rising, on the green grass at the park
on Vashon, I had a new experience. Instead of dancing, I actually got to play the drums! What I discovered is
that the drums actually played me. At one point, the stick almost came out of my hand. Deb said several times,
"Close your eyes and go within. This is a prayer...your songs are a prayer..."
I loved that I was immediately included as an integral part of the circle. I liked not knowing everyone there. I
was happy to see several men drumming. It was fun to be outside in a park and have people walking by join us
out of curiosity. I felt the energetic pull of the drums...soft, yet powerful...melodic, transforming...
I was very moved by the power of the drums and want to be a part of making Eli Painted Crow's dream come
true. In support of Turtle Women Rising, I am offering massage therapy/healing bodywork to anyone headed
to D.C. to drum for PEACE. Please call (253) 227-6761 or email me, kellybrehan@hotmail.com, to make an appointment. You can come to my office in Tacoma before you leave or when you get back.
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SAVE THE DATE

North Gathering / Red Lodge Annual Meeting
“Gathering Seeds of Wisdom”
Saturday, Dec. 4, Noon-6 PM
Meeting ‘til 4 followed by a nurturing potluck and drumming til 6 PM
At Rose Wind Co-Housing Commons, Pt. Townsend, WA
We have stirring questions for Red Lodge members and subscribers to ponder! We invite you to go deep
with your reflections of the questions below, as the wheel of the year travels through the West. Bring
your wisdom seeds to the North Gathering in December:
•
•
•
•

•

Is it time for Red Lodge to make some structural changes to welcome men who are
members to serveon the WWRL Board?
Are you a man who honors the sacred feminine, inviting her into your heart to nurture and enliven your expression of the sacred masculine?
Are you a woman who invites the sacred masculine to show up within you and
around you, to enliven and support your expression of the sacred feminine?
How do you, as a man or a woman, yearn to be met and witnessed next on your
soul’s life path? Whatis your vision of how Red Lodge might grow and evolve, in the
spirit of 15 Principles We Share, to meet our yearnings?
In your dreams, visions, and real life experiences are the sacred feminine and masculine coming closer together? If so, what does this mean to you?

What do these questions stir in you?

Come, let’s gather seeds of our collective wisdom.
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Noble Silence
by Christine Stevens
inspired by Wombfire Lodge at Long Dance

Come
Be in noble silence
You know the one
that comes after the busy song ends
The one that allows your ears to listen
To a wind’s breeze in green leaf branches
To sacred songs resonating truth in
buried places in your soul
				

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

Come
Fall into the simple rhythm
of two mother drums
gently beating the pulse of life
Rattles calling in new beginnings
Hear them speaking on every downbeat
“heart, heart, heart, heart.”
Listen closely

And hear the music of spirit
Playing in the noble silence
Called peace.
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We appreciate
your support!
Thanks for joining.
A heartfelt welcome to
our three new Lodge Sisters
joining us from
Lynnwood and Seattle, Washington
and from Flagstaff, Arizona.

Time to renew?!?
The time of the West is when we learn that we are responsible to all things and
to each other. It is a time of gradual change and of working together to prepare
for what is to come. By being a member, you help Womans’ Way Red Lodge to
network and share sacred practices and experiences not only with those in our
own communities but also with those all across the world.
If your membership is coming up for renewal, or if it has lapsed in past months,
please visit www.wwrl.org to renew today! Red Lodge has many exciting projects
simmering, and we need your support!
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Facing West
by Anne Lohr

(continued from the cover page)

Journeys from close and distant
Resting against each other
Gifts of shells among
Only for a breath of time
Water moves in and washes again
Open, let go

Breathe … tangerine into center
Reflections on warm stones
Reflections of you and me
On the shore facing west

MORNING OFFERINGS
5 tips from a Virgo about this morning’s email
by Kristina Turner

				
O – OPEN to the infinite possibilities in that huge list that greets you
F – FLAG all the ones you want to look at later, not now!
F – FILE current threads diligently and they won’t clog your in-box as they grow
E – EXPERIENCE – pause to drink in words that speak to your heart in this moment
R – REPLY – even with a word or two of thanks - to the ones you’ve experienced!
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